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c) The primary organizations participating with the design veri-
fication program manager, Robert L. Cloud Associates, Inc.
(RLCA).

d) The reporting mechanisms applicable to the design verification
program.

3.2 DCNPP Desi n Reverification Pro ram

3.2.1 Section 2.0 of Enclosure (1) defines the TES assignment to conduct

the DCNPP Design Reverification Program. In summary:

The objective of the Design Reverification Program, conducted

by .TES is to determine the adequacy of the RLCA-managed Design

Verification Program in meeting the general objective of that
Design Verification Program. This objective will be developed

by reviewing the RLCA-managed program and by evaluating the
results of that review with consideration of supplementary
efforts conducted by TES.

3.2.2 The DCNPP Design Reverification Program includes three tasks and

several subtasks:

a) Verification Program Review

(1) Program Management

(2), Quality Assurance.

2/81
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(3) Structural
(4) Nonstructural

b) Evaluation

(1) Verification Program

(2) Supplementary Efforts

c) Reporting

3 ' 'Project Or anization

Section 3.0 of Enclosure (1) describes the TES organization for
conducting each of the tasks.

3.4 TES Technical Efforts

3.4.1 Section 4.0 of Enclosure (1) describes the TES technical efforts
to be performed under each of the two technical tasks.

3.4.2 Additional requirements for the "Supplementary Effort".subtasks
are defined by EP-1-008, latest

revision.'.5

3.5.1

TES Re ortin
. ~ P

Sections 5.0 and 6.0 of Enclosure (1) describe the TES reporting Aof

the results of this project..

2/81
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TES PROJECT PLAN

«TELEDYNE
ENQlNEERlNQ SERVlCES

FOR THE

DCNPP DESIGN REVERIFICATION PROGRAM

Prepared by: S~c
'.

E. Cooper, Project Manager

Revision: 0 Date: Februar 5 1982.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Teledyne Engineering Services (TES) Project Plan for the perfor-
mance of a Design Reverification Program for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant (DCNPP) is responsive to the scope and structure of the design

~ verification program which TES is to review and to special NRC considers-
� . tions (see 6.0).

The Design Verification Program being managed 'by Robert L. Cloud

Associates, Inc. (RLCA) on behalf of the licensee Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. (PGEE) is intended to respond to an NRC Order, Reference 1, and Letter,
Reference 2. That program is being conducted in two phases, corresponding
to the NRC requirements for restoration of the low-power license (Order)
and for operation above 5X power (Letter), respectively. These NRC re-
quirements relate to the design efforts performed internally by PGEE, or on

behalf of PGEE by service-related contractors, on safety-related
struc-'ures

systems, and components. Phase 1 is restricted to seismic-related
service contracts performed prior to June 1, 1978. Phase 2 includes non-

seismic service-related contracts prior to June 1978, PGIEE internal design

activities, and all service-related contracts post-January 1978.

The organization of the overall program is described by a PGRE Manage-

ment Plan, Reference 3, and is summarized by Figure 1. Participating
f'irms, in addition to PGICE and RLCA are RLCA-managed program participants
R. F. Reedy, Inc. (RFR) and Stone and Webster Engineering Corp. (SWEC).

. ~ y

Additional firms and individuals may be retained by RLCA. The specific
roles are as follows:
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o RLCA is Program Manager and reviewer of seismic-related and other
structural (including stress analysis of piping and equipment)

aspects.

o RFR is reviewer of guality Assurance aspects.

o SWEC is reviewer of nonstructural aspects including fluid systems,

electrical systems, instrumentation and control systems, nuclear
systems and shielding calculations, fire protection, and internal
flooding.

The assignments as related to program phase may be sumnarized as follows:

As ect

Program Management

guality Assurance

Structural
Seismic

Non-seismic

Phase 1

RLCA

,RFR

RLCA

Hone

Phase 2

RLCA

RFR

RLCA

RLCA

Nonstructural I'one SHEC

The details of the Design Verification Program for Phase 1 are defined

by Reference 4, with the Phase 2 program being defined by Reference 5. If
revised, the. latest approved revision shall be used. Appendix A of Refer-

. ence 5 contains a listing of all service-related contracts for the time

periods of interest and indicates whether or not the work scope was safety
related and seismic related. The following vendors have been identified by

RLCA for consideration during the Phase -1 design verification program,

although other firms may be added:

AHCO Engineering
Earthquake Engineering System, Inc. (Cygna)

EDS Nuclear
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Harding-Lawson Assoc iates
URS/John A. Blume and Associates

Wyle Laboratories

The design verification program includes four types of reporting
mechanisms:

Semimonthly letter reports
Findings and Observations Reports

Error and Open Item (EOI) Reports

Final reports for each phase

Although the EOI reports are formally defined by Appendix B of Reference 5,
they are also applicable to Phase 1. Because the TES plan will also
utilize the EOI approach, these reports are described in additional detail
in the text describing the TES program (see 5.2) and Appendix B to this
plan is identical to Appendix B of Reference 5. Findings and Observations

Reports are similar to the EOI reports, but cover the gA aspects.

2.0 TES ASSIGNMENT

2.1 Contract

On January 8, 1982, PGEE executed a contract with TES to perform
the subject Design Reverification Program, Reference 6. In summary, this
contract'equires that TES provide a Design Reverification Program for
PGEE's Units 1 and 2 Diablo Canyon site in accordance with the following:

o Scope of work: The review will ascertain the RLCA Program

uses proper method of reverification, sampling technique,

provides the necessary depth of analysis, completeness of
reviews, contracts~and design activities'to provide an ade-

, ~ J

,quate verification of the design aspects for Diablo Canyon

Unit 1 for the area addressed in the NRC Order CLI-81-30

suspending License No.. DPR-76 and NRC (H. R. Denton) letter
of November 19, 1981, Docket No. 50-275.
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o Reports: The review will provide two reports:

Phase 1: Seismic contracts prior to June 1978..

Phase 2: Safety-related contracts pre- and post- 1978 and

PGRE internal design activites.

Reports will be submitted directly to Mr. G. A. Maneatis,

PGIIE, Senior Vice-President, Facilities Development.

o No information concerning the services performed will be

disclosed to third parties without written permission from

PGIIE. This requirement does not apply to the NRC.

o 10CFR21 applies.

o guality Ass'urance requirements are defined by PGEE Specifi-.
cation No. CO-Teledyne, Revision 0, dated November 10, 1981

(Reference 7).

o Requests for data and/or information will be addressed to

Mr. J. V. Rocca, Chief Mechanical and Nuclear Engineer,

Attention: Mr. J. J. McCracken (415-781-4211, Ext. 2929).

2.2 Overall Mana ement Plan for Inde endent Desi n Verification Pro-

ram of the Diablo Can on Power Plant Reference 3)

The statement under the heading "Program Review" describes the

TES role as follows:

"Teledyne Engineering Services, under the direction of
Dr. W. E. Cooper, will independently review and

evaluate the impleme'ntation of the Program. Any

deviations or inadequacies in the Program implementa-

tion will be reported.
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In per forming its independent review, Teledyne
Engineering Services will not be limited to auditing
the Program but will also have the freedom to sepa-

rately verify the work being performed by R. L. Cloud

Associates, Inc. and its subcontractors. This may

include such activities as making indepedent calcula-
tions or developing separate criteria for sample se-lectionn."

2.3 NRC Order and Letter

The NRC Order, Reference 1, and Letter, Reference 2, define the
'ssuesto be verified by the RLCA Program and to be reverified by TES.

Both state that development of criteria for the conduct of this program

should consider the relevant guidelines contained in ANSI N45.2.11, Sec-

tion 6.3.1. This is reproduced as Appendix A to this.TES Project Plan.

2.4
Exclusion'ES

shall not participate in any manner with respect to Design

Verification Program efforts related to previous DCNPP work by TES,

including the work done in response to I8E Bulletin 79-02.

2.5 Relationshi s with NRC

TES is to inform NRC in parallel with PGInE of any conclusions

developed by this project. Also, see 6.0.

3.0 TES ORGANIZATION

3.1 Pr o ject l1ana ement
'

The PGIIE Contract to TES, Reference 6, requires that "Dr. M.

Cooper will be established as the principal involved in this contract."
I





W. E. Cooper is, therefore, assigned as Project Manager to this Project
5511, DCNPP Design Reverification. As Project Manager, W. E. Cooper is the

TES-assigned responsible individual for the performance of this work and

shall manage all project efforts and develop or approve all products of
this effort,. W. E. Cooper reports directly to F. C. Bailey, President of
TES.

In accordance with TES and PGFE imposed (Reference 7) guality
Assurance requirements, the assigned guality Assurance Engineer is J. H.

Malonson, Project gA Specialist. J. H. Malonson reports to C. G.

Sprangers, gA Manager, who reports in turn to D. F. Landers, Senior Vice-
President, and to F. C. Bailey, President.

All other personnel to be utilized in this project report. ad.-

ministratively either directly to D. F. Landers or through intermediate
managers to D. F. Landers, but are assigned to W. E. Cooper for the per-
formance of the Project 5511 in accordance with TES organization standard

practice.

Before any person may be assigned to this project, he or she

shall rile with ".he TES Personnel Relations a signed statement regarding
potential or apparent conf'licts-of-interest, Figure 2. That Manager shall
prepare a letter to PGEE for the'roject Manager's signature summarizing

those forms whenever an update is required.

M. A. Revett has been designated as Assistant Project Manager .

His function in this particular assignment is to provide a project-level
cormunication link with interfacing organizations and to facilitate ad-

ministrative, but not technical, functions in W. E. Cooper's absence.. In
addition to performing this function, M. A. Revett continues to function

,in his normal role as TES Manager, Engineering Assurance, and is assigned

other Project 55ll responsibi lii;ies in the following section of this TES
, ~ P

Plan.
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3.2 Verification Pro ram Review

The TES Project 5511 organization for'review of the RLCA-managed

program relates primarily to the organizational'tructure of that design

verification program and is summarized by Figure 2 of this TES Plan. Our

objective in this structure is to minimize the contact points between the

verification and reverification programs while utilizing the most quali-
fied personnel. The term "responsible" is used in the right- hand column

of Figure 3 to indicate that the named individual is responsible to W. E.

Cooper .for the performance of that effort. Each specific aspect is dis-

cussed further in Section 4.2 of this TES Plan.

In performing this review, and with W. E. Cooper's approval, the

designated individual may utilize other TES personnel. This may be.par-

ticularly important in the SWEC aspect, because of the broad scope of their
assignment. Lead personnel in such supporting roles would be:

Seismic and Structural Analysis:

Civil Engine'ering:

Fluid Systems:

E 1 ectr ica 1 and IE E Systems:

Mechanical Systems:

R. Wray, Manager,
Engineering Analysis

R. D. Ciatto, Manager,
Design

L. B. Semprucci, Manager,
Thermals and Fluids.

R. R. Boentgen, Manager
Testing and Instrumentation

M. A. Revett, Manager
Engineering Assurance

3.3 Evaluation

In accordance with Reference 3, Page 4: " ... Teledyne Engi-

.neering Services will not be limited to auditing the Prog'ram but will also

have the freedom to separately.,verify the work being performed by R. L.

Cloud Associates, Inc. and its subcqntractors. This may include, such
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activities as making independent calculations or developing separate cri-
teria for sample selection." Such efforts are defined herein as supple-

mentary efforts.

The decision as to the performance by TES of supplementary

efforts will be made by W. E. Cooper in consultation with the individual

responsible to him for the specific aspect under consideration. An evalua-

tion team will be established for each such effort with the scope and

participants assigned by W. E. Cooper.

TES gA procedures require an additional step when such efforts

include analysis, that of Design Verification. The individual assigned by

D. F. Landers to perform this function for this Project is J. C.

Tsacoyeanes, Consulting Engineer, who reports to D. F. Landers. In normal

TES operations, D. F. Landers designates the responsibility for appointing

Design Verifiers to J. C. Tsacoyeanes,= so he is uniquely suited for this
role.

4.0 TES TECHNICAL EFFORTS

4.1 Objectives

The general 'objective of the Design Verification Program being

manage'd by RLCA is to determine whether or not the design efforts of PGEE

and PGEE service-related contractors, in the areas of concern identified

by the NRC Order and Letter, have been conducted in accordance with the

statements made in PGEE's operating license application. These

"statements" are considered to be the contents of the DCNPP-1 Final
Safety'nalysis

Report, a copy of which is available in the TES Project Manager'

office.

The objective of the Design Reverif'ication Program conducted by

TES is to determine the adequacy of the RLCA-managed Design Verification
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Program in meeting the general objective of that Design Verification Pro-

gram. This conclusion will be developed by reviewing the RLCA-managed

program and by evaluating the results of that review with consideration of
supplementary efforts conducted by TES.

The specific objective of the TES Program Review Effort is to
review .the RLCA-managed design verification program for consistency with
the documented programs, Reference 4 for Phase 1 and Reference 5 for Phase.

2. This effort is discussed further in Section 4.2 of this Project Plan.

The specific objectives of the TES Evaluation Effort are to:

'o Evaluate the review of the documented Design Verification
Programs, References 4 and 5, for responsiveness to the

general objective of the Design Verification Program.

o Establish, conduct and evaluate such supplementary efforts
as are deemed by TES to be required in order to be fully
responsive to the general objective of. the Design Verifica-
tion Program.

This effort is discussed further in Section 4.3 of this Project Plan.

4.2 TES Pro ram Review Effort

This effort will be performed in accordance with the following:

4.2.1 Pro ram Mana ement Review

The responsible individual is W. E. Cooper, who is also

the Project Manager. The applicable verification program investigator is
RLCA. Aspects to be reviewed are those related to the management of the

Verification Program, including'.
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o Identification and classification of PG&E vendor>

o PG&E-RLCA relationships

o RLCA-RFR and RLCA-SWEC relationships

o Preparation and content of Error and Open Item, Find-
ings and Observations, semimonthly and fina) reports

o NRC-Verification Program relationships

o Revisions to the verification program

The review is to be conducted by visiting the PG&E and RLCA facHitiez,

gaby

telephone conversations, by attendance at meetings, and by review. of
written documents.

4.2.2 gualit Assurance Review

The individual responsible to the Project manage~ for
this review is C. G. Sprangers. Cornell is TES guality Assurance Yianager

and an experienced and qualified N45.2.23 auditor. The applicable vQ~ifi-
cation program investigator is RFR. The guality Assurance aspects oS the
Verification Program are to be reviewed, including:

o RL'CA/RFR relationships

o Identification of applicable (}A programs

o Comparisons with 10CFR50, Appendix B

o Criteria for acceptability

o Reporting of results

The review is to be conducted by visiting the RLCA and RFR faci'litiez by

accompanying RFR in their audits on a sampling basis, by telephone conver-
sations, and by review of writtpn documents.

,a Z
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4.2.3 Structural Review

The individual responsible to the Project Manager for
this review is R. Wray. Ron is TES Engineering Analysis Manager and serves

as Chairman of the Special Working Group on Dynamic Analysis of the ASME

BPVC.Nuclear Power Subcommittee. The applicable verification program in-

vestigator is RLCA. The structural aspects (seismic and non-seismic,

civil structural and mechani'cal components) of the Verification Program

are to be reviewed, including:

.o Design chain identification

o, Criteria for sample selections

o Application of sampling criteria

o Ana lysi s

o Criteria for acceptability

o Reporting of results

The review is to be conducted by visiting the PG5E and RLCA facilities, by

telephone conversations, and by review of written documents.

4.2.4 Nonstructural Review

The individual responsible to the Project Manager for
this review is M. A. Revett. Hark Revett is TES Engineering Assurance

Manager, in which role he is required to approve all TES-developed Engi-

neering Procedures whether general or developed only for a specific pro-

ject. As a Coast Guard Officer he is also knowledgeable of the design and

operation of power plant systems. It is expected that Mark will be sup-

ported by other appropriate TES personnel as required when reviewing the

'diverse scope of activities to be conducted by SWEC. The content and

method of review will be simi'1'ar to that described for the structural

review.
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4.3 TES Evaluation Effort

This effort will be performed in accordance with the following.

4.3.1 Evaluation of Pro ram Review

Based upon the efforts described in 4.2, the TES Project

Manager and the responsible individuals will evaluate performance and con-

clusions of .the Design Verification conducted in accordance with Refer-

ences 4 and 5 and any subsequently adopted revisions to those plans. The

several possible results of this review and the subsequent TES action in

response to each conclusion are as follows:

Res ul t

Adequate

TES Action

Report in Phase Report Report (See 5.3

and 6.0)

Uncertain Either review in further detail with

the investigator or perform a supple-
mentary'ffort (see 4.3.2)

Erroneous Submit an Error Report to PGKE and NRC

(see 5.2 and 6.0).

The above TES actions are'applicable to both the performance of the RLCA-

Managed Design Verification Program and to the conclusions developed by

that program.

4.3.2 TES Su lementar Efforts

Supplementary efforts may be performed by TES in response

to concerns about the content of -the Design Verification Program, as con-

tained in References 4 and 5 or"subsequently adopted revisions; to assist

in the resolution of uncertain results from that program; to assist in the

resolution of Ope'n Items; or, to provide independent calculations.
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When calculations and analyses form a part of such a

supplementary evaluation effort, the calculations or analyses shall be

performed using methods and procedures normally followed by TES in the

evaluation of nuclear systems and components, including TES design verifi-
cation. This includes the preparation of Engineering Procedures.

The several possible conclusions and the subsequent TES

action in response to each conclusion are as follows:

Conclusion TES Res onse

Adequate

questionable

Report in Phase Report (see 5.3 and 6.0).
P

Submit an Open Item Report to PGEE and

NRC (see 5.2 and 6.0).

Erroneous Submit an Error" Report to PGEE and NRC

(see 5.2 and 6.0).

Again, the above TES actions are applicable to both the'performance of the

Design Verification Program and to the conclusions developed'by that Pro-

gram. In addition, these actions ace applicable to work peri'ormed by TES

independent of the Design Verification Program.

4.3.3 .A lication of Statistical Methods

In performing their evaluations, TES shall consider the

appropriate use of statistical methods which may augment the program.

5.0 TES REPORTING

5.1 General

P

In accordance with the TES contract, reports will be submitted

directly to Mr. G. A. Maneatis of PGEE and to the'RC (see 6.0). Unless
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instructed otherwise in writing by Mr. Maneatis, this will be the only
distribution of TES reports external to TES. Both external and internal

'istribution will be as a TES controlled document.

The three types of TES reports are Error and Open Item Reports as

described in 5.2, Interim Technical Reports as described in 5.3, and the
Phase Reports described in 5.4.

5.2 Error and 0 en Item Re orts

For purposes of this Project, TES adopts the Error and Open 'Item

Report concept which is a'art of the RLCA-managed Design Verification
Program. To assure consistency in the application of such reports, TES

adopts the classification and form contained in Appendix B of Reference 5,
and includes that material as Appendix B of this TES Project Plan.

The TES use of the Error and Open Items Report has been described

i n Section 4.3 of this Project Plan. In sumnary, if TES concludes that an

aspect is "guestionable" an Open Item Report will be submitted; or, if
erroneous, an Error Report. This usage is considered to be, and is in-
tended to be, consistent with the choice between the two applications
defined in Appendix B.

For an Open Item Report a complete description'is required. When

sufficiently understood, the significance of the item shall also be re-
ported, recoomendations for further investigation or resolution may be

made, and classification as to A, B, C, or 0 shall be chosen in a pessi-
mistic way based on the worst likely consequence of the item. The para-

graph on final resolution is to be completed at a later time. Any TES

addition or revision to the contents of a TES-developed EOI, including
reclassification from an Open Item Report to an Error Report or to a Closed

Item Report shall be indicated bp a new revision number.
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All such classifications must be developed or approved by
the'ES

Project Manager, and when such classifications are assigned a copy of
the EOI will be forwarded to PG&E (Maneatis) and to the NRC by the next

available Federal Express shipment, usually daily. The file number ap-

pearing on EOI reports will be 5511-XXX-Y, where 5511 is the TES Project
Number, XXX indicates a sequence number and Y the revision number. If a

TES EOI report subject coincides with. a RLCA EOI report, the RLCA file
number will be included below the TES file number.

5.3 Interim Technical Re orts

.When TES reaches an opinion with respect to the performance or
conclusions of the Design Verification Program which is not appropriate to
an Error or Open Item Report, or which precedes the expected issue date of
a draft Phase Report by more than 21 days, an Interim Technical Report

shall be issued to PGEE and to NRC. Such reports shall be in the format of
a TES letter report; and, be 'identifiable as a report, rather than as

correspondence, by use of the prefix TR to the project number and report
sequence number.

5.4.1 Format

~ In accordance with the PGEE-TES contra~t: "This review

will produce two reports: Phase 1: seismic contracts prior to June, 1978,

and Phase 2: safety-related contracts pre and post 1978 and PG5E internal
design activities. These reports will cover the adequacy of the RLCA

Program and contain

3.1 Suttmary

3.2 Area Covered-Adequacy

3. 3 Methods Used-Adequacy

3.4 Sampling Techniques-Adequacy

3.5 Conclusions on Reverification Program"
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To satisfy this contractual requirement, TES will issue

both a Phase 1 and a Phase 2 report with the following outline:

1.0 Introduction
1.1 TES Role

1.2 Report Format

2.0 TES Su lementar Efforts
2.1 Summary

2. 2 Evaluations Performed and Conclusions

2.3 Impact on Section 3.0

3.0 Desi n Reverification Pro ram

(Outline Per Contr act)

Appendices: Evaluati on Detail s

In addition to providing bound copies of these reports to PGEE in the

number requested in writing by Mr. Maneatis, TES will provide PGEE with the

required number of unbound and unpunched copies of 3.1 through 3.5.

5.4.2 Draft TES Phase Re orts

A draft of each report shall be prepared. Following all
required TES approvals this draft report will be mailed as a "Controlled

Document" to PGEE and NRC for a review of factual content and to permit the

opportunity for a review of all findings. Communications concerning each

draft will be limited to "Controlled Document" correspondence between PGKE

(Maneatis) and TES (Cooper) and the NRC (see 6.0) and TES (Cooper). Tele-

cons, meetings, or other modes of comaunication are unacceptable.

5.4.3 Draft RLCA Phase Re orts

Reference 5:

In accordance„-. with the PGEE Letter transmitting
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"Upon the completion of both Phase 1 and Phase II, RLCA

will submit separate final reports of its work. When PGandE receives a

draft of the final report, PGandE and Teledyne will review it and furnish
any comments, as appropriate, to RLCA to assure that the report is fac-
tually accurate and complete. After reviewing these comnents, RLCA will
submit a final report accompanied by the comments on the draft. The final
report and comoents will be simultaneously transmitted directly to the

NRC, PGandE, and each consultant. These procedures are in accord with
widely accepted practices for independent audits and PGandE intends to
implement them subject to your review and concurrence."

6.0 SPECIAL NRC CONSIDERATIONS

TES expects to interface with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission

(NRC) as follows:

a. NRC will designate a specific individual to interface with the

TES Project'Manager.

b. TES will receive and consider written comnents and questions from

the NRC de ignee.

c. TES will provide the NRC designee with a copy of the following in
the form and to the schedule to which they are provided to PGhE:

(I) Error Reports

(2) Open Item Reports

(3) Interim Technical Reports

(4) Phase Reports
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REFERENCES

1. NRC Order CLI-81-30 Suspending License No. DPR-76, November 19, 1981;

2. NRC (Denton) letter to PGEE (Furbush), Docket No. 50-275, Diablo

Canyon Unit 1 - Independent Design Verification Program, November 19,

1981.

3. PGKE Overall Managem'ent Plan for Independent Design Verification Pro-

gram of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Enclosure 3 of PGEE letter to

NRC, December 4, 1981.

4. Design Verification Program, Seismic Service Related Contracts Prior

to June 1978, transmitted as Enclosure 2 of PGRE letter to NRC,

December 4, 1981.

5. Design Verification for Power Ascension, Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Plant - Unit 1, transmitted as Enclosure 1 of PGEE letter to NRC,

January 13, 1982..

6. PGKE Contract No. 5-2-82 .to TES for Design Reverification Program in

Connection with Units 1 and 2 - Diablo Canyon Site, executed

January 8, 1982, with Change Order No. 1.

'7. PGEE Specification No. CO-Teledyne, Specification for Consultant's

guality Assurance Program, Revision 0, dated November 10, 1981.
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~Fi ure 1

Mana ement Or anization

6. A. HAHEATIS

Senior Vice. President For

Facilities Development

Pacific 6as and Electric Company

Teledyne

Engineering Services

M. E. Cooper

Independent Review

Robert L. Cloud Associates, .Inc.

Program Nanagement

~ R. F. Reedy, Inc.

Q. A. Activities Degfgn Chain 8;

Independent Calculations

Others

As Required
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~Fi ure 2

Statement. Re ardin Potential or A arent
Conf icts of Interest

To: Teledyne Engineering Services

Whereas, the undersigned employee ("Employee" ) understands that he or she
is being considered as a participant to provide services to Pacific Gas Im

Electric Company with respect to the Design Reverification Program for
the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant - Unit I; and

Whereas, Employee understands that it is necessary that proposed partici-
pants be screened for any potential or apparent conflicts of interest with
respect to this assignment;

Therefore, for the above stated purposes Employee makes the following
representations to Teledyne Engineering Services:

1. Employee has not engaged in any work or business involved with
or related to the engineering or design of the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant;

2. Neither Employee, nor any members of his or her immediate
family, own any beneficial interest in the Pacific Gas

Electric, Company, including but not limited to comion or pre-
ferred stock, bonds or other securities issued on behalf of the
Pacific Gas t Electric Company; and

3. None of the members of Employee's immediate family are employed
by Pacific Gas 0 E haec'iric Company.

This statement is based upon the Employee's best information and belief
and any exceptions to the representations contained herein have been
described on the reverse side of this document.

Dated:

Signature:

Print Name
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~Fi ure 3

TES Or anization for Pro ram Review

~P': W.E.E P

Assistant Project Mana er: M. A. Revett

~AAE 1: P.M.ME

~As ect

Program Management (RLCA)

equality Assurance (RFR)

Structural (RLCA)

Nonstructural (SHEC)

TES Evaluations

~Rib1
M. E. Cooper

C. G. Sprangers

R. Mray

M. A. Revett

W. F. Cooper
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APPENDIX A

Section 6.3.1 ANSI N45.2.11
'ualitAssurance Re uirements for the Desi n of Nuclear Power Plants

Design Reviews. Design reviews are critical reviews to provide

assurance that design documents such as drawings, calculations, analyses

or specifications are correct and satisfactory. Design reviews can range

from multi-organization reviews to single-person reviews. The depth of

review can range from a detailed check of the complete design ta a limited

check of such things as the design approach and the results obtained. The

results of the review shall. be documented and measures taken to ensure that

the findings are implemented. Whether the review is conducted by one

individual or a multi-organization there are a number of basic questions

that shall be addressed such as:

1. Were the inputs correctly selected and incorporated into design?

(See paragraph 3.2.)

2. Are assumptions necessary to perform the design activity ade-

quately described and reasonable? Where necessary, are ,the

assumptions identified for subsequent reverification when the

detailed design activities are completed?

3. Are the appropriate quality and quality assurance requirements

specified?

4. Are the applicable codes, standards and regulatory requirements

including issue and addenda properly'dentified and are their
requirements for design met?

5. Have applicable construction and operating experience been con-

sidered?
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6. Have the design interface requirements been satisfied?

7. Was an appropriate design method used?

8. Is the output reasonable compared to inputs?

9. Are'he specified parts, equipment, and processes suitable for
the required application?

10. Are the specified materials compatible with each other and the

design environmental conditions to which the material will be

exposed7

ll. Have adequate maintenance features and requirements been speci-

fied?

12. Are accessibility and other design provisions adequate for .per-

formance of needed maintenance and repair?

13. Has adequate accessibility been provided to perform the in-
service inspection expected to be required dur ing the plant
1
i' e7

14. Has the design properly considered radiation exposure to the

public'nd plant personnel7 . I

15. Are the acceptance criteria incorporated in the design documents

sufficient to allow verification that design requirements have

been satisfactor ily accomplished?

16. Have adequate preoperational and subsequent periodic test .re-

quirements been appropt;iately specified?
~ P
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17. Are adequate handling, storage, cleaning and shipping require-

ments specified?

18. Are adequate identification requirements specified?

19. Are requirements for record preparation review, approval, reten-

tion, etc., adequately specified?
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. APPENDIX 8

Error and 0 en Item Classification

1.0 Definitions
An exxor is an incorrect result that has been verified
as such. Tt may be due to any of several reasons:

. mathematical mistake
use of wrong analytical method
omission of data
use of inapplicable data

1.2 . An Open Item is an apparent error or'inconsistency
that has not been verified, fully understood aug its
significance assessed.

1. 3 Class A

An error or Open Xtem is considered Class A if ge
sign criteria or operating limits of safety xe~
equipment axe exceeded as a result, and, change@ in
operating procedures are requixed..

1.4 Class 3

An error or Open Item is considered Class 3 if'esign
criteria or operating limits of safety relat:ed <quip-
ment are exceeded, but are resolvable by means ~f more
xealistic calculations.

1.5 Class C

An error or Open Item is considered Class C if incorrect
engineering or installation of safety related equipment
is found, but no design criteria ox operating l,~mits
axe exceeded.

1.6 Class D

, An erxox or Open Item .is considexed Class D if safety
xelated equipment .is not affected.
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Error and 0 en Item Re ort

1. Classification

Q Error

Cl Open item

2. 'escription

File No.

Q Class (A'B,, C, or D)

3. Significance,

4. Recommendation

5.. Reported

~ QPGandE

Qm.c

6. Final Resolution

Ref. 6 Pate

Ref. 6 Date

3.one ate ec. e Date
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